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Abstracts

The Ethernet Controller Market size is estimated at USD 11.62 billion in 2024, and is

expected to reach USD 16.63 billion by 2029, growing at a CAGR of 7.42% during the

forecast period (2024-2029).

The increasing adoption of data centers and cloud computing in the modern digital

economy drives the market. From scientific discoveries to artificial intelligence (AI),

modern data centers are crucial to solving some of the world's most important

challenges. These modern data centers are transforming to increase networking

bandwidth and optimize workloads, like AI.

The increasing data volume heightened the need for Ethernet controllers, thereby

driving the market's growth. According to the Ericsson Mobility Report, the decline in

data packet charges and increased smartphone usage accelerated data traffic across

India. The report estimates that the volume of mobile data traffic is expected to reach

over 21 exabytes per month by 2025.

Ethernet for Control Automation Technology (EtherCAT) is based on the CANopen

protocol and Ethernet. However, it differs from Internet or network communications in

that it is specifically optimized for industrial automation control. Utilizing the OSI network

model, Ethernet and EtherCAT rely on the same physical and data link layers. Beyond

that, the two networks diverge by design as they are optimized for different tasks.

A USB-to-ethernet converter is useful in various circumstances. For example, a user's

laptop's Wi-Fi option may be experiencing technical difficulties, or the user may discover

that the Wi-Fi is disabled for security reasons in specific locations despite users

requiring internet access. An Ethernet port and a simple adapter should suffice in such
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circumstances, as a cable will provide a faster and more consistent connection.

The market is expected to create a roadblock for itself to update faster on technology,

as such long-duration contracts with extensions saturate the market, thus impacting its

growth. When the industry trends indicate that the solution and service providers should

use new and emerging technology, such as Ethernet controllers, long-term contracts

can be counterproductive in the market.? Moreover, the growing competition in the

market impacts the profit margins and growth of the existing vendors. The level of

competition between suppliers is so high that Ethernet controller products are

transitioning to be commoditized in the world.

The unanticipated swing in demand with reduced supply led to the ramping of

production by several component manufacturers, which still fell short. The primary

drivers behind the growth are the continued investments in digitizing global economies,

the deployment of 5G technologies, and the robust investments in data centers and

cloud services. The market is expected to witness growth in the coming years, owing to

the increase in the demand for high-speed connectivity, driven by the ongoing 5G

smartphone ramp-up and the continued strength of the cloud. According to Ericsson, 5G

subscriptions are forecast to increase drastically from 2019 to 2028 globally, from over

12 million to over 4.5 billion subscriptions, respectively.

Ethernet Controller Market Trends

Servers to Hold the Largest Market Share

Most businesses require data storage, whether for their email, website, or online

transactions, and this may be done on a server. Servers are specialized computers

linked to a company's local network and, in most cases, the Internet. If a company is

small enough, it may keep its servers in-house and run them independently. However,

as organizations and their demands expand, more servers and storage space are

required as more data is generated. A typical data center infrastructure includes many

servers, which are powerful computers.

As servers power data centers and support cloud environments, the server industry is

the backbone of innumerable mission-critical and client-side corporate computing

operations. As businesses seek to power big data and advanced workload

requirements, demand for higher-performing servers continues to climb. With the

increasing cloud computation, AI, big data, and data centers, the need for servers will

also grow significantly. With this growing demand for servers, Ethernet controllers will
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also increase.

A baseboard management controller (BMC) monitors most modern servers'

temperature, voltages, and fans. When something in the system requires an

administrator's attention (such as the CPU overheating), the BMC may generally be set

to send out notifications (in the form of emails and SNMP alerts).

Application device queues (ADQ), dynamic device personalization (DDP), and support

for both iWARP and RoCEv2 Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) are included in

Intel Ethernet 800 Series controllers. It provides workload-optimized performance and

the flexibility to meet changing network requirements. For high-performance server

applications, including NFV, storage, HPC-AI, and hybrid cloud, the 800 Series

controllers provide speeds up to 100GbE.

Further, the NetXtreme-E Series BCM57414 50G PCIe 3.0 Ethernet controller is based

on Broadcom's scalable 10/25/50/100/200G Ethernet controller architecture. This

architecture is designed to build highly scalable, feature-rich networking solutions in

servers for enterprise and cloud-scale networking and storage applications, such as

high-performance computing, telco, machine learning, storage disaggregation, and data

analytics.

According to Ericsson, the data traffic is expected to triple by 2030. In 2023,

smartphones across the globe used an average of 20.37 gigabytes of mobile data per

month, up from 15.93 gigabytes the previous year. This figure is expected to reach

25.17 gigabytes in 2024 and 47.27 gigabytes by 2028. Thus, the distributed cloud that

can secure the low latency and high bandwidth required to connect such scale easily is

coming into action. Several technology giants are addressing the critical challenges

while managing their servers and computational needs. A major factor responsible for

the rising densities is the rapid rise of data-crunching for AI.

North America Holds Largest Market Share

5G requires a flexible networking and transportation infrastructure to reach its full

potential. As Ethernet becomes the most efficient transport technology, carrier routers

and switches are being charged with supporting a range of use cases over shared

infrastructure, increasing Ethernet gear installations.
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According to Ericsson, 5G subscriptions are predicted to increase drastically in North

America from 2019 to 2028, from over 1.07 million to over 405.4 million. With such

massive growth in the 5G industry in the United States, the market will also see demand

for Ethernet controllers.

As an Ethernet controller allows wired connections to a computer network, any device

requiring a high-speed internet connection has to use Ethernet controllers for fast

internet connections. Such is the case with cloud infrastructure networks. With

developing cloud capabilities and enterprises shifting their work to the cloud, the

demand for cloud applications is increasing rapidly in the United States.

Due to low costs, less maintenance, data security, and almost unlimited scalability,

more businesses will opt for cloud storage solutions in the coming years. Therefore, this

rise in cloud computing and storage will also surge in the ethernet controller market.

The Communications Research Centre (CRC), Canada's leading advanced

telecommunications research center, is dedicated to bringing 5G technology to

Canadians to ensure they can use state-of-the-art telecommunications systems,

technologies, and applications. According to GSMA, by 2030, 5G connections are

predicted to account for 95% of all mobile connections in Canada.

Ethernet Controller Industry Overview

The ethernet controller market is highly fragmented due to the presence of both global

players and small and medium-sized enterprises. Some of the major players in the

market are Intel Corporation, Broadcom Inc., Microchip Technology Inc., Cirrus Logic

Inc., and Texas Instruments Incorporated. Players in the market are adopting strategies

such as partnerships and acquisitions to enhance their product offerings and gain

sustainable competitive advantage.

In April 2024, Microchip acquired ADAS and Digital Cockpit Connectivity Pioneer VSI

Co. Ltd to extend automotive networking. The market acquisition adds ASA Motion Link

technology to Microchip’s broad Ethernet and PCIe automotive networking portfolio to

enable next-generation software-defined vehicles.

In March 2024, Marvell Technology Inc., in partnership with TSMC, unveiled the

industry's pioneering 2 nm semiconductor technology platform, tailored for high-speed
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infrastructure demands. The Marvell 2 nm platform, an extensive IP suite, addresses

many infrastructure needs. It includes high-speed long-reach SerDes exceeding 200

Gbps, processor subsystems, encryption engines, system-on-chip fabrics, chip-to-chip

interconnects, and high-bandwidth physical layer interfaces for computing, memory,

networking, and storage. These advancements form the cornerstone for developing

bespoke cloud-optimized compute accelerators, Ethernet switches, digital signal

processors for optical and copper interconnects, and other devices crucial for fueling AI

clusters, cloud data centers, and similar high-performance infrastructure.

Additional Benefits:

The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format

3 months of analyst support
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